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How CSS Corp conceived and sustained a new business model for a global networking devices leader

Rolling out a comprehensive home 
premium / paid support program to create a new revenue stream

Having recognized that they had to aggressively augment product revenues with services revenues, the client wanted to launch 
value-added support services for their out-of-warranty products. However, CSS Corp sensed a broader opportunity for the client to build 
on our rich legacy in supporting a wide range of home technology devices. We proactively approached them with an idea to widen their 
premium / paid support business model by introducing six (6) and twelve (12) month subscriptions. This change would allow the client 
to roll out a whole home premium / paid support solution for their networking products and all other connected third-party home 
technology products. The outcome was a 40% conversion rate among customers from warranty to premium / paid support, at a 
customer satisfaction (CSAT) of 96%, and the creation of a whole new revenue stream.



In the IT services and customer support 
industry, it is rare to find proactive thinkers 
among a sea of cookie-cutter outsourced 
solutions. CSS Corp prides itself on 
constantly bringing new ideas to our 
clients. A case in point is this engagement 
with a global networking devices leader. 
Having understood the technical support 
business inside-out, CSS Corp recognized 
that with a ‘vanilla’ post-90 day paid 
technical support services business model, 
the client would barely scratch the surface 
of potential revenue opportunity. To truly 
differentiate their offering, they needed to 
‘go beyond their product’ and delight 
customers by providing support for all 
associated home technology devices — a 
gap that CSS Corp could fill with ease.

A leading global manufacturer of computer 
networking equipment and other computer 
hardware for home and business use.

About the Client

Client Situation
The client’s products are among the fastest selling in the home technology segment. Till a 
few years ago, they provided free support for their products within the warranty period, 
following which their customers had to ‘pay per incident’ for additional support services. 
Knowing that their service revenues had the potential to grow at a pace comparable to their 
product revenues, the client wanted to launch a value-added service to handle 
out-of-warranty products. 

They had two priorities: keep customer Net Promoter Scores high, and maintain superior 
CSAT for ‘out-of-scope’ and ‘out-of-warranty’ support. CSS Corp was the perfect partner to 
address these needs as we were already well-versed in handling many of the client’s 
product support requirements.

The CSS Corp Solution
Approach

Setting up a team for the value-added support service was a straightforward approach that 
would solve an immediate business challenge. However, CSS Corp was confident that 
there was a larger new revenue stream waiting to be tapped. We approached the client with 
a new business model — adding six (6) and twelve (12) month premium / paid support 
subscription plans for the client’s products at a lower cost, with unlimited support over a 
longer period for other third-party products. The client believed in the success of this 
model, and by implementing it, became one of the pioneers of a truly hybrid and 
innovative premium / paid support service.

Services provided

handle all customer calls

on their needs:

 ›  6 months unlimited support for any home technology

 ›  12 months unlimited support for any home technology

  The CSS Corp premium technical support team is trained across all home 
technology products and handles support across all brands of products to resolve 
customer problems

while also cross-selling the client’s products and services

siness Outcomes
At the heart of this engagement is a strong partnership with our client. The client and CSS 
Corp have worked together to create a new revenue channel that is profitable and 
sustainable. Outcomes in two areas stand out:

Conversion — Partnering with CSS Corp enabled the client to provide customers a wide 
range of value-added service options for a variety of devices, all on a single toll free 
number. Providing these options has resulted in a conversion rate of 40%, which in turn 
has aided significant top-line revenue growth and widened the customer base.

Customer satisfaction — It’s a known fact that customers who pay for support tend 
to respond to customer satisfaction feedback surveys more often. CSS Corp, in all its 
premium / paid support accounts, continues to score more than 94% in customer 
satisfaction. CSS Corp has consistently delivered an average CSAT score greater 
than 96%, peaking at 97.4% for the client.
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For more information, please mail us at info@csscorp.com


